Technique 1 – Make dramatic curves with Grasspave\textsuperscript{2}, Gravelpave\textsuperscript{2}, Slopetame\textsuperscript{3}, and Draincore\textsuperscript{2}

1. Unroll product
2. Cut curve in rolls; avoid rings if possible
3. Separate
4. Reposition pieces; extra anchoring recommended
Technique 2 – Make moderate curves with Grasspave\textsuperscript{2}, Gravelpave\textsuperscript{2}, Slopetame\textsuperscript{3}, and Draincore\textsuperscript{2}

1. Unroll product
2. Cut rolls at an angle; avoid rings if possible
3. Flip strategically placed pieces
4. Reposition pieces; extra anchoring recommended
Technique 3 – Make slight curves with Grasspave², Gravelpave², Slopetame³, and Draincore²

1. Unroll product
2. Cut wedges; avoid rings if possible
3. Remove wedges
4. Reposition pieces; extra anchoring recommended